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Abstract— Nowadays, the cross-layer design approach is an 

important concept in mobile ad-hoc networks which is 

adopted to solve various open issues. It proposed to 

overcome MANET performance problems by allowing 

protocols belonging to different layers to cooperate and 

share network status information while still maintaining 

different layers. Indeed, the mechanisms about how to 

access the radio channel are extremely important in order to 

guarantee “bandwidth” and improve network performance. 

In this work, we want to present a cross layer routing 

protocol which is based on the cooperation between the 

routing/network layer and MAC/Data link layer. This 

proposal aims to find the best path according to application 

requirements in terms of delay, bandwidth, route stability, 

etc. The routing information about bandwidth, channel 

capacity, received power and distance to reach its 

destination could be exploited by the MAC layer. We are 

planning to use NS2 for the implementation of the said 

problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile Ad-hoc Network it is called as Manets. It is also 

IBSS and infrastructure less architecture [1]. Manets are 

collection of independent nodes which are mobile at 

position and communicated through radio waves. Mobile 

nodes must be in radio range to each other if they want to 

communicate among them. If some node want to 

communicate to other node but they are not in their radio 

range then communication take place with help of routing 

the packets through their intermediated node. 

 
Fig. 1: Show the established ad-hoc network among the 

three nodes 
[2] 

In above figure node 1 and node 3 are not in range 

to each other so node 2 be the intermediate between node1 

and node 3. So the packets can be forwarded through the 

node. There are number of routing protocol available for 

efficiently send the packet from one node to other through 

number of intermediated nodes. 

In this paper, we aim to provide a mechanism for 

Cross Layer design between routing Layer and mac layer in 

Manets. Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 

II, CLD and AODV protocol is discussed. In Section III, 

focus is on current state of research work done for CLD 

related issues. In Section IV presents our proposed scheme 

in detail. With conclusions in section V follows references 

at the end. 

II. BACKGROUND THEORY 

A. Cross Layer Design: 

Data Transmission is virtually divided into different layers. 

Different layer play significant role in packet transmission 

from source to destination. The Lower layer gets the service 

from the higher layer
 [3]

. In traditional layers design 

architecture, the network protocols are divided into 

independent layers. Each layers is designed separately and 

interactions among these layers through the well-defined 

interfaces. The different packets are send to and from 

network layer to the application layer through transport 

layer. This types of communication may generate the some 

avoidable delay which degrade the overall network 

performance. If we can design the new approach that the 

application layer and network layer interface bypassing 

transport layers then we can save the end to end delay and 

improve the overall performance of network. That is simple 

example of cross layer design approach. There are number 

of approaches in cross layer design through directly 

interface between two particular layers. In protocol stack of 

each layer communicates only adjacent layer so this way we 

cannot optimized performance of overall network. 

Performance of network can optimized with help through 

the adaption and optimization of available information 

across many protocols layers
 [4]

. 

B. Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol
[5]

 

In this paper we discuss the effect of CLD approach on Ad-

hoc On Demand Vector Routing (AODV). Ad-hoc On-

Demand Distance Vector (AODV) is inherently a distance 

vector routing protocol that has been optimized for ad-hoc 

networks. It’s also called as on demand protocol as it finds 

the routes only when required and is hence also reactive in 

nature. When a source node intends communicating with a 

destination node whose route is not known, it broadcasts a 

RREQ (Route Request) packet. Each RREQ packet contains 

an own ID, source node and the destination node IP 

addresses and sequence numbers together with a hop count 

and control flags. The packet ID field uniquely identifies the 

RREQ packet; the sequence numbers inform regarding the 

freshness of control packets and the hop-count maintains the 

number of nodes between the source and the destination. 

Each recipient of the RREQ packet that has not seen the 

Source IP and ID pair or doesn’t maintain a fresher (larger 
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sequence number) route to the destination rebroadcasts the 

same packet after incrementing the hop-counter. Such 

intermediate nodes also create and preserve a REVERSE 

ROUTE to the source node for a certain interval of time. 

When the RREQ packet reaches the destination node or any 

node that has a fresher route to the destination a RREP 

(Route Reply) packet is generated and unicasted back to the 

source of the RREQ packet. Every RREP packet contains 

the source and the destination IP addresses, the destination 

sequence number, control flags and route lifetime together 

with a hop count. When each intermediate node that 

receives the RREP packet, incrementing the hop count, 

establishes a FORWARD ROUTE to the source of the 

packet and transmits the packet on the REVERSE ROUTE. 

For information about preservation of connection, AODV 

makes use of periodic HELLO messages to detect link 

breakages to nodes that it considers as its immediate 

neighbours. By any reason link break is detected for a next 

hop of an active route a RERR (Route Error) message is sent 

to its active neighbours that were using that particular route. 

Optionally, a Route Reply Acknowledgement (RREP-ACK) 

message may be sent by the originator of the RREQ to 

acknowledge the receipt of the RREP.  

III. RELATED WORK 

In 2013, Maggie Cheng et. al. [6] described the Cross-Layer 

Schemes in Multi hop Wireless Networks for minimize end-

to-end delay jointly through optimizing routing and link 

layer scheduling. 

In 2013, Stefano Paris et. al. [7] can introduce the 

novel routing metrics, EFW (Expected forwarded counter) 

and two further other variants, to cope with the problem of 

selfish behavior (i.e., packet dropping) of mesh routers in a 

WMN with using FEW in cross layer design the routing-

layer observations of forwarding behavior with MAC-layer 

measurements of wireless link quality to select the most 

reliable and high-performance path. 

In 2010 Manjul Walia et. al. [8] defined Cross-

layer design is an emerging proposal to support flexible 

layer approaches in MANETs. Less remaining hop More 

Opportunity (LEMO) algorithm was proposed to improve 

the packet delivery ratio and fairness among flows for multi-

hop ad hoc networks through cross-layer interaction 

between MAC and the routing layer and the routing 

information about the total hops and the remaining hops 

required by a packet to reach its destination is exploited by 

the MAC layer in order to give priority to the packets that 

are closer to their destination and author could also analyzed 

the performance of LEMO algorithm by using DSR and 

AODV protocols at the routing layer and varying the 

mobility and the load conditions.  

In 2009, using the cross layer design approach 

Rekha Patil et. al. [9] designed the Mac layer based proposal 

to calculate received power of the packets from other nodes 

and If the power of the packets is not sufficient (We 

determine a threshold value for received power based on 

observation) then MAC layer informs the network layer 

which interns removes those nodes from the routing table so 

this way improve the performance of the AODV by 

adopting a cross layer approach and Position based 

forwarding technique. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

Normally network layer determine the path then which path 

through mac layer forward the packets. we will propose a 

cross layer solution is one where lower layer (like Mac layer 

collecting the routing information about bandwidth, channel 

capacity, received power etc.) and forward it to upper layer 

(like network layer) which take their decision based on this 

information. By exploit bandwidth or received signal 

strength information at the MAC layer in order to find out 

the best route for multimedia data. With the help of 

performance metrics like Average Throughput, packet 

delivery ratio, Average end-to-end delay and normalized 

routing load, it will be shown that cross-layering design 

between MAC (Data link) layer and routing layer performs 

much better than using routing layer and MAC layer 

separately in tradition layer architecture. The data link and 

routing layers in ad hoc networks exhibit both variable 

interaction as well as algorithmic interaction, telling the 

need for design through coupling of these layers
 
and both 

medium access and routing decisions also have significant 

impact on power consumption, and the joint consideration of 

both can yield more efficient power consumption thereby 

increasing the battery life
[10]

.following are mechanism of 

proposed work with example. 

A. Flowchart of Proposed Method: 

 
Fig. 2: Flowchart of Proposal Work 

B. Implementation Steps of Proposed Method: 

1) Routing Protocol: AODV 

2) Start Route Discovery Process. 

3) Source node obtains Bandwidth information from 

MAC (Data link) layer and appends it to RREQ 

packet. 
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4) Source node sends RREQ packet to all its neighbours. 

5) Each intermediate node obtains Bandwidth 

information from MAC layer and adds it to available 

Bandwidth field in RREQ packet. 

6) Intermediate node forwards RREQ packet to its next 

neighbours. 

7) If (Next Neighbour! = Destination) { 

Go to step 5. 

} 

8) Destination accepts all RREQ from various routes. 

9) Destination computes ARB (Average Route 

Bandwidth) for each RREQ received. 

Where ARB = Bandwidth in RREQ packet field / No. 

of hop count 

10) Destination sends RREP to that route which has 

maximum ARB. 

C. Example of Proposed Mechanism: 

In following Example there have eleven different mobile 

nodes which all have ad-hoc connectivity to each other. The 

source node S want to communicate the destination node D. 

Source node can used the AODV routing reactive protocol 

and send route discovery message (which contained the 

extra bandwidth field ) to all possible routes which 

connected to destination node.  Source node can forward the 

route discovery massage to their all neighbours and 

neighbour node added their bandwidth (which is acquired 

from the MAC Layer) to message and further send to their 

neighbouring nodes, all intermediate nodes can forwarded 

this message after adding their current bandwidth (which is 

getting from the MAC layer) still the message are not 

arrived at the destination node. At destination the    Node 

can calculate the ARB (Average Route Bandwidth) of all 

possible routes and select the higher ARB path for Route 

Reply Message and send Back Route Reply Message to 

Source node S. 

 
Fig. 3 Packets routing with ARB in AODV 

ARB (Average Route Bandwidth) Calculation at D 

node 

 Route 1: 1536/4=384 kbps  

 Route 2: 512/2=256 kbps  

 Route 3: 1024/3=341 kbps 

According to above calculation we takes the 

Maximum ABR path for Route Reply to S. Then source 

node send data packets according sequence contained in 

Route Reply message. So this way with help of maximum 

ABR (Average Route Bandwidth) we can find the most 

efficient and reliable path for transmitting packets. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Most of the work on cross-layer design (CLD) was done on 

Wireless Mesh Networks so there is a good scope of doing 

the same kind of work for MANETs. We can define a good 

routing metrics if we combine both the layer (e.g. network 

and data link) instead of just using network layer for routing. 

In this work, we are going to develop a cross layer routing 

protocol which is based on the cooperation between the 

routing/network layer or MAC/Data link layer. This 

proposal aims to find the best path according to 

“bandwidth”. This proposal is based on the conventional 

AODV. The main punch in proposed work is using 

bandwidth information from MAC layer and using it in 

Network Layer for routing. The simulation will be 

performed on NS2. 
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